
 
Class Descriptions 

 
 
Young Artist Track:  
 

Shark Attack!– Did I just hear someone sing Baby Shark? In this class, you'll learn about the baby, momma, and daddy shark too! 
Here you can find out where sharks live, what they eat, and how they are some of the coolest animals we know about! Let's 
explore the deep sea and dive into learning! You'll know so much about sharks, you'll be able to create your own shark to bring 
home to your families! Don't worry, they won't bite!  Instructor: Chloe Griffin  
 
Hands on Music – Campers will learn to sing and play fun and exciting tunes with wind instruments and much more with Music 
Instructor Branten Blair.  
 
STEAM Rollers – Roll on into this class where we will use critical thinking and problem solving for STEAM activities. Campers will 
design and test out their creations while learning and having fun with Instructor Susan Prete.  
 
Down on the Farm with 4H - Agriculture is all around us and an overall necessity of life. Join us in this hands-on experience 
engaging in fun activities to learn about different livestock animals and how technology helps us grow food. By the end of the 
week, you’ll be ready to take on the farm with Instructor Peyton Hood. <Partnership with Clemson Extension>  
 

The Other Side of the Door – Campers will let their imaginations run wild envisioning their own whimsical worlds as they 
decorate a miniature door leaves, twigs, fabric, paint and bits of jewelry. They’ll be able to use their doors as a whimsical wall 
hanging at home with Instructor Lyn Garris.  
 
 
 

Older Artist Track: 
 

Dizzy Miss Lizzy-Fun with Alcohol Inks - Campers will have crazy, fun classes using alcohol inks and markers as they create 
individual pieces of art on watercolor paper, make a stained glass piece of art to treasure, create alcohol ink t-shirts, and learn 
how to layer and texture canvases with Instructor Angie Clinton.  

 

Making Music with Found Instruments – Campers will learn to make music with everyday objects as we  play fun and exciting 
tunes with Music Instructor Keith Sellers.  
 
STEAM Rollers – Roll on into this class where we will use critical thinking and problem solving for STEAM activities. Campers will 
design and test out their creations while learning and having fun with Instructor Susan Prete.  

 
 

Down on the Farm with 4H - Agriculture is all around us and an overall necessity of life. Join us in this hands-on experience 
engaging in fun activities to learn about different livestock animals and how technology helps us grow food. By the end of the 
week, you’ll be ready to take on the farm with Instructor Peyton Hood. <Partnership with Clemson Extension>  
 
My Woodland Friends– Campers will design their own little woodland home for miniature animals. They will start with an 
unfinished wood house that they can cover with items such as moss and various forest things. Campers will learn how important 
it is for animals and their surroundings to coexist and for humans to protect it all with Instructor Randy Cikowski.  

 
 

 

 
 


